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INTRODUCTION

(Think)
The answer is NO

Financial instrument topic is discussed in three standards

Dear friends,

, hence memorizing 

Types of derivatives  (part of Strategic Financial Manage-

-

-
ful and necessity in your career. 
For understanding few terms, we may introduce basics initially and later, the same will be discussed in 

-
derstanding.  
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1.  Ind-AS-109

Presentation

Disclosures

Financial instrument is a contract that  to a  to one entity and a /equity 
instrument to .

ontract  
which 

Creates in Party 1 books 
 Financial asset  

Creates in Party 2 books 
Either 

  
  

‘Contract’ and ‘Contractual’ refer to 

sually enforceable by law; 
Contracts can be in writing or oral.

Example 1: 

contract, 

Example 2:   
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FINANCIAL ASSET

  Analysis: 

  A deposit of cash

  Analysis:
  

  Examples: 
  

 (ii)
; or

  Examples: call option

  

 a contract that will or may entity’s own equity instruments and is:
 (i) 

entity’s OWN equity instruments; or
 (ii) 

own equity instruments

Instruments that impose on the entity an obligation to deliver to another party a pro rata share of 

instruments.

Important note: 

Outside India, as per the laws of that country, a company can hold its own shares. Such shares are called 
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Concept capsule 1  Perpetual debt Instrument

market rate of interest for the instrument when it was issued, the issuer assumes a contractual obligation to 
make a  stream of  future interest payments having  a fair value (present value) of 1,000 on initial recognition. 

Suggested answer

.

Financial liability is any liability that is:

 (i) to deliver cash or
  Examples: 

 (loss making)
  Example: Refer 
 will or may be own equity instruments and is
 (i)  for which the entity is or may be obliged to deliver a  

entity’s own equity instruments
  E.g., based on the market value of the 

capsule)
OTHER THAN 

 

carefully)
For this purpose, 

 of any currency are equity instruments
rata to all of  of the same class of its own 

 in a  denominated in 
is an equity instrument if 

the 

Concept capsule 2

Suggested answer
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Try Practice Question 1 & 2 in Volume II of Ind as Made easy

It is a contract that evidences a residual interest

liabilities of the entity. Remaining amount may be positive or nil.

An instrument is 
 i.e., a) and b) 

 a. The instrument includes  to either (i)  to 

 b. If the instrument 
 i. a non-derivative that includes  for the issuer to deliver a variable number of 

.

 

PREFERENCE SHARES

One cannot answer straight away without the terms and conditions to the contract.

Redeemable 

at the option of the holder Financial liability
Irrespective of any reasons 

, these are 

In this case, the company -
-

Equity’.
Whenever the issuer  of the shares exercises 
its option, usually by 

 the 
shares, at that time this instrument shall be re-

 
Think from the other hand i.e., from the point of view 

come it is an obligation to the company and hence, 
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This discussion is only for understanding the concept. 
as we know, that an Indian company cannot issue irre-
deemable preference shares. 

, in case of irredeemable preference shares, 
the principal amount is repayable only at the time of 

preference shares do not have a right to ask the com-
pany to redeem.
But

If the distribution to the holders is at 

of whether the preference shares are cumula-

We don’t consider the following to 

o -

o 

o 

o 

Issuer
Equity.

Think 

-
able on liquidation

One need to check the contractual obligation as per the 
terms

If NO contractual obligation to pay dividend 

:
o 

should be recognised as ‘Fi-
nancial liability’;

o 
in detail at the topic of -
tion”

Financial liability Equity

below:

:

i. 

ii. -
abilities with another entity under condi-
tions that are potentially unfavourable to 
the entity.

  
below:

NO contractual obli-
:

i. 

ii. -
abilities with another entity under condi-
tions that are potentially unfavourable to 
the entity.
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-

i. a non-derivative for which the entity is or may 
 to deliver a variable number of the 

ii. 

-
 instruments.

i. a non-derivative that includes no contractual 
 for the issuer to deliver a variable 

or
ii. only 

 or 

entity’s

Concept capsule 3

end of 10 years from the date of issue and entitle the holder to a 

instrument.
Suggested answer

Concept capsule 4

from the date of issue.

Suggested answer
 

 through its terms and 
conditions.
In the given situation, although the entity does  to deliver cash 

 irrespective of the alternatives available to the  issuer.

Concept capsule 5 - Dividend payments linked to equity shares
 

preference shares.
Suggested answer

the instrument which includes  to either (i) 

In the given case, the principal amount of preference shares are irredeemable and the dividend payments are 
discretionary and not contractual, because no dividends can be paid if no dividends are paid on the ordinary 
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Concept capsule 6

Suggested answer
In case, dividend payments are cumulative 

only if the dividends can 
be  and the entity does not have any contractual obligations whatsoever to pay those 

Try Practice Question 3 & 4 in Volume II of Ind as Made easy

Concept capsule 7
 100 crores. Those 

 /  on date of conversion

Suggested answer

will or may be own equity instruments and is
 (i)  for which the entity is or may be obliged to deliver a  number 

of shares
as 

currency’.

Try Practice Question 5  in Volume II of Ind as Made easy 
From the above two concept capsules you must have understood

S. No. Consideration 

instrument

Number of own equity 
instruments to be is-

1 Variable Financial liability
-

2 Equity
-

ability
Variable Financial liability

to variability
Variable Variable Financial liability

an obligation to pay cash, but both parties are 
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Concept capsule 8

 60 per share. 

OR

Suggested answer
 of instruments for a 

 of cash.
Self-test

Financial Instruments Is it FA/FL/ Reason

Financial asset
Financial asset It gives a contractual right to receive either cash or 

Trade and other receivables Financial asset
Financial asset

Debentures Issued Financial liability Contractual obligation to deliver cash or another 

Deposits and advances received Financial liability Contractual obligation to deliver cash or another 

Deposits and advances given Financial asset

Financial liability Contractual obligation to deliver cash or another 

Sundry Creditors Financial liability
Inventories Not applicable It is an asset held by the entity and NOT receivable 

Not applicable Same as above
Not applicable Same as above
Not applicable There is NO contractual right to receive cash or other 

Deferred Revenue Items Not applicable This is an income which is already received and NO 

Warranty Obligations Not applicable It is an obligation to give either services or products 

Not applicable
imposed by government and these are accounted as 

Gold Not applicable
Financial asset
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Financial Instruments Is it FA/FL/ Reason

Financial Guarantee Contractual right of the lender to receive cash. 
Contractual obligation of the guarantor to pay the 

recognised in the FS.
It gives rise to a contractual right to receive cash to 
lessor and an obligation to lessee. The stream of 
payments is substantially same as principal and 
interest under a loan agreement.

Operating lease Not applicable It creates neither obligation nor a receivable asset in 

monetary item (payable). This is recognised as per 
 

Right of use asset Not applicable It is the right to use the asset. It is neither the right to 

Constructive Obligations Not applicable

In case of, 

Contracts to  for the purpose of 
. are 

The following are the . It includes
 (a) when the contract permit 

 (b) 
contracts net

 (c) 
delivery in similar contracts for the purpose of  in price or 

 (d) 
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ALL
 i. Whose  in response to 
 ii. That 

the underlying instrument)
 iii. 

Question 1

Say,
a 90 days period. 
In the given case, 

Call option gives a  of  in another entity 
 Say the market value of the share is  600 at end of 90 days, the entity 

.

shares in another entity for cash of 

Question 2

In this case,
 1. 
 2. 

 3. 

 


